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VLI1QUCTIQ

The srategic nuclear relationship between the United States and the Soviet Union is

arguably the mosmporant relationship on our planet, forif that relationship fails, life as weknow it

could cease to exist. Sioce no one has yet figured out a way to "uninvent" muclear weapons, they are

a&reality thtmust be dealt with, and common sense dictats that they be dealt with in a way that

lessens the probability that they will ever be used.-

The United Stats has adopted a strategy of deterence to do just that -- lessen the probs~siELy

that nucla weapons will ever be used, while at the same time mai ataining US sovereignyand

antus as a free and independent nation. As President Bush clearly sated in his 1990 edition of

NaLon9qy.j&w f thUniedSumt, " Deterrence of nuclear attack remamnsthe cornerstone

of U. S. national security. "I

This paperis an attempt topostulate the srategic nuclewrrelationship between the United

Stae and the Soviet Union approaim ately ten years in the future - to examine what deterrence might

look like about the year 2000. While gazing into the future is an inherently risky bumine, this

particular exercise is especially risky because of the unusually dynamic mtate that exists in Soviet

internial politics today. No one knows where the political cisis in the Soviet Union is leading. What

seems most clear is that, given the depth of the problems, it will nt be settled any time soon.

As a hedge agains such uncertainty, ad for the purposes of this paper, I am going to

postulate three possible outcomes, three different Soviet Unions. From these three different

"threats, " I will develop three possible U. S. maclear srategies and force structures which are

consonant with oroverall national securit pioities. The baselie case (CASE A) will assume that

the Soviet Union "muddles through" its political difficulties. The Cold War remains behind us, a

Strategic Armzs Reduction Treaty (START) is put into effect, and the US and USSR continue slow

progrs toward an improved relationship in the international AM

Frun this baselin case, the first excursion (CASE B) will examine the ramifications if the

srategic maclewrtlrest of the USSR is significantly reduced by the yew 2000. Among uther



possibilities, this could occur either through the successful implementation of what has been

described as Gorbachev's political and economic reforms, or on the other hand, by a total failure of

the reform movement, civil war, a resultant breakup of the USSR, and a less powerful yet till

nuclear-armed Russian Republic.

The second and final excursion (CASE C) postulates a Soviet Union that poses a

significantly greater arategic nuclear threat tothe US thaninthe baseline case. This situation could

arise out of a failure of the reform movement in the USSR, a crackdown by hard-line communists in

the wake of reform's demise, and arern to Cold War rhetoric and competition between the US and

USSR. This case will assume that the START treaty is not ratified by the US Senate and strategic

nuclear arms competition between the two countries reignites.

While none of these scenarios may in actuality descibe the USSR in the year 2000 and the

C o di threat it poses to the US, the three possible outcomes of "status quo," "better," and

"worse" should bracket the likely possibilities and in any event, provide a plausible framework for

this study. More importanly, they clearly point outthe enormous range of potential threats that face

US policy makers as they contemplate strategic nucear issues between the US and the USSR out to

the year 2000 and beyond.

Before gazing into the future however, I first want to review our ating point, where we

stand today in the strategic nuclear equation and how we got here. This review will be the

groundwork for the study and hopefully provide some inmsht into how the US has handled the threat

k strategy \ force-structure true in the strategic nuclear arena since the development of

nuclear weapons in the 1940s.
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SETION ONE -HSTOICAL BACKGROUND

"Like Adam and Eve, we have eaten of the tree of knowledge and
have been cas into a world where we can never be perfectly secure. "2

The history of nuclear weapons and the strategies to employ them is a dynamic history of

move and counter-move inan attempt to achieve an acceptable level of national security. The US

dramatically concluded World War 11 by demonstrating to the world a massively destructive new

weapon After the war, strategists wrestled with questions of the significance of this new tool of war

and what its role should be in future warfare. While some saw atomic weapons as simply a more

destructive extension of conventional weapons, more thoughtful analysts viewed them as

fundamentally altering the very nature of warfare. One of this latter type, Bernard Brodie, wrote in

1946, "Thus far the chief purpose of our military establishment has been to win wars. From now on

its chief purpose mustbe to avert them. It can have almost no other useful purpose. "3

19345-1950;. THE AMERIQANUICLEAR MONOPOLY

During the immediate pos-warperiod, thenational seuiyestablishment was dealing with

the atomic issue inpraicdcal trns. Continued testi of atomic weapons further revealed their

destructive capacity aW militay plaers developed plans for potential use of the slowly growing US

arsenal. At the same time, however, PresidentTruman began to see the atomic bomb as aweapon of

terr... .notatraditionalprtoftbemilmyarsenal."4 In 1946, he proposed placing aln atomic

weapons under isernational control though the "B uch Pma." Without getting into the details of

the plan which are not pertinent to the discussion at hand, suffice it to say that the Soviets rejected the

plan which would have left nuclear technology (although not weapons) in the hands of the US and

would have, in effect, prevented other countries from acquiring such technology.

With the US monopoly in nuclear weapons, the major threat during the period was a Soviet

conventional attack in Western Europe. The Soviet threat to the US mainland was minimal to
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nonexistent. The US atomic monopoly was viewed as a deterrestto any Soviet aggression in

Exrope. Considering the scale of the US demobilization which began in 1945, atomic weapons

would probably have been essential in countering a Soviet attack on the continent.

Although no specific strategy ("declaratory strategy") was announced by the Truman

administration as to its planned use of atomic weapons, war plans hastily developed during the Berlin

Crisis in 1948 called for a " srategic air offensive" which had as its target, the unban-industrial areas

of 70 Soviet cities. The means to achieve that strategy resided in apvrximately 50 atomic bombs

held by the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) and 30 B-29s of Strategic Air Commd (SAC)

which had been specifically modified for the cumbersome weapons. 5

It should be noted that this marrage had some significant limnitations. The weapons

themselves took two days to prepare and were not even in the hands of the Air Force that would carry

them. Secondly, the B-29s did not have interconti nental range and would have had to deploy to a

Laing base in order to strike the Soviet homeland.

Fortunately, the Soviets did not further test American resolve and the world slipped

unscathed through the rffi major crisis of the nuclear age. While tis earlieat display of US nuclear

strategy may be viewed as a success, the Soviet test of an atomic device in the summser of 1949

forced the US to rethink both its nuclear saagy and force stuctue. The days of US immunity to

atomic attack were numbered.

In reviewing this first period of US nuclear capability, the slowly evolving nature of the

threat \ atrategy %force-structure triangle is quite evident. Intheinitialyears after WWI, the US buit

a small a-senal of atomic wepn without clearly defining a new strategy for its use . The only

deliveryvehicle was the B-29, which lacked the range to promptly attackr the most likely threat.

Thus, in the early nucleoryews, WWU strategic bombing strategy and WWII-era forces formed the

heart of the US retaliatory threat. It took the Crisis in Berlin and the shock of the first Soviet atomic

teat torealy prlAmerica into "thinkting about the unhinkable" inthe nuclear age.
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1950-196 1; MASSIVE RETALIATION

The successful Soviet atomic test was the catalyst for profound changes in US nuclear

strategy. As it slowly grew, this ominous threet to the US and her new NATO alles became the

pnimarytarget for aretaliatory strike. While devasuaion to the Soviet urban industrial base remained

a high priority, elimination of the Soviet's atomic arsenal became paramount.

National Security Council Document 68 (NSC-68) laid out the Truman adminiration's

thinking on the sub ject in April, 1950. While the idea of &preventive war was found unacceptable, a

preemptive nuclear ottackr was not ruled out as an option in order to eliminate or minimize damage

from an enemy attack that was about to be unleashed These thoughts were carried on by the

Eisenhoer administration. 1n November 1957, the President commented, "SAC must understand

that the enemy must not be allowed to strike the first blow"6

The declaratory strategy of "massive retaliation" was announced by Secretary of State Dulles

in early 1954. In his statement, he suggested that the US would consider the use of nuclear weapons

inresponeto major or eventmino aggressive behavior on the part of the Soviets, clearly an attempt

to deter at boch the nuclear and conventional levels. 7

While minimi ig expenditures onconventional forcm structure, the Ei senhower

administraionproceededinearneatto match military capebilitytothestmzegy of massive retaliation.

In quickiuccession, the B-36, B-47 and finily the all-jet, intercontinental B-52 were deployed. All

the servces were developing nuclear capable missiles and by 1957, the US had at its disposal

approximately 2000 nuclear and atomic warheads, up from about 200 at the beginning of the decade

While the Soviets lagged behind in deployed nuclear capability, a series of Soviet

0 ~~technological deoartosin 1957 cause a renewed wave of fear to spread in the US. Two new

bombers, the Bison and Bear, both able to strike targets in the US, began to reach operational units.

Second, the USSR tested an interconti nenals ballistic mindie (ICBM) at full range. Finally, the

Soviets lanched the frst earth-orbitn satellites, Sputnis I and HI. These events, takten. together,

awakened the US to its growing vulnbility and caused the US to re-evaluate its entire deterrnt
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posture. The resulting increased US strategic nuclear capability would pay great dividends during the

next major criss of the nuclear age which would arise in 1962.

In reviewing the ema of massive retaliation in terms of the methodology of this paper, a

number of points come into focus. Firs, perceived changes in the Soviet threat drove reevuluations

of US straegy and the adequacy of the deterrent force sructure. This occurred in 1949 and again in

1957 as Soviet nuclear capabilities developed or were enhanced. Second, while massive retaliation is

generally considered to be a "city-busting' (counter-value) tratgy, there was a significant or even

predom inant element of counter-force targeting involved in the actual war plans. Finally, the repeated

emphasis on the need for preemptive trikes to limit damage to the US in the event of animminent

Soviet attack is cause for concern, in that such planning could increase the 1ikIeli hood of nuclear war

based upon an intelligence failure or miscalculation.

1962-1969: FLEXIBLE RESPONSE

When President Kennedy was briefed on the nation's fins-ever unified nuclear war plan

(Single Integrated Operational Plan(SIOP]-62). he was stunned by its scale and inflexibility. 8

Moreover, due to the ever-growing Soviet nuclear threat, the JCS could not guarantee that the US

would be spared a Soviet nuclear response, even if the US Launched a preemptive stike. In an

attemptto provide some flexibiit intargeting, provide some means of escalation control and limit

damage, if possible, to US cities, Secretary of Defense McNamnara directed the Joint Chiefs of Staff

(JCS) to revise the war plan

The remakting plan, SIOP-63, made use of the growing "Triad" of US strategic nuclear

defivry vehicles (bonbes, laad-based ICBMs and se-aunched baiuaicminles) and offered the

president some much-needed flexiblity in executng the war plan SIOP-63 divided the target list into

threensts; nuclearthreattargetsothermilitrytwlets, and urban-induwtial targets. More

impmazaly, it provided the naional command authority (NCA) the ability to withhold strikes against

wrban-induwial targets and specific countries covered under the war plan. If all else failed, the
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growing numberof relatively invulnerable sen-launched ballistic missiles (SLBMs) provided an

assured destruction" capability against Sovietcities. 9

As a result of both these surtegy refinements and force structure improvements, President

Kennedy was in a good position to deal with the Cuban Missile Crisis when it occurred in October of

1962. Although only Khrushchev can say for certain why the Soviets backed down during the affair,

a cursory glance at the relative nuclear balance between the protagonists during that period of time is

inatnrctive.

ESTMATED NUCLEAR BALANCE: 196310

us Uq

ICBM LAUNCHERS 229 44
SLBM LAUNCHERS 144 97
MR/IRBM LAUNCHERS 105 (20-40 in Cuba)
STRATEGIC BOMBERS 1300 155

Although the US achieved its objectives as an outcome of the affair, an unintended result was

the resolve on the pot of the Soviets to achieve parity with the US in the srategic nuclear arena

Soviet leaders were determined to avoid in the future the humiliation they had undergone during the

crisis. When parity was finally achieved about 1970, the US was forced to accept and adjust to the

new ruity.

While the Soviets spent the remainde of the 1960s in a feverish building program, the US

srtegic nuclear forces continued to mature. By 1967, the US had built all of its B-52s and had

leveled off at 1054 ICBMs and 656 SLBMs deployed on 41 nuclear submarines. Inthe mid-1960s,

Seavwy McNamaz, attempting to lowerthe cost of the arms race, began to talk in terms of "assured

destruction," defining that asthe abilityunder any circumtance to destroy 20-30% of the population

and 50-66% of the industrl capability of the USSR. 11 Within the SIOP, however, counter-force

tagetiq remained paramount, with coum-value (populon anddusq) stokes withheld in an

attempt to negotiate protection for US cities. With parity being reached between the two sides in

1970, "mutual assured destruction" or"MAD" became the operative description of the nuclear

balance and the US once again had to reevaluate its srtegy.
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ICBM LAUNCHERS 105-4 1300
SLBM LAUNCHERS 656 240
STRATEGIC BOMBERS 520 140
WARHEADS/BOMBS 4000 1800
TOTAL MEGATONNAGE 4300 3100

When Richard Nixon assumed the presidency, he ordered, as all new presidents semto do,

a review of US nuclear strategy and war plans. The new administration wanted to rectify three

problems that it felt existed within the poture it inherited: the credibility of extended deterrenceto

Europe, the sill massive nature of all US nuclear response options, and the US's " assured

desruction" capability inthe face of the Soviet's rapidlygrowing arsenal. 13 Moreover, while the

US seemed to accept the reality of mutal assured destruction, the Soviets seemed not to be content

with it. Bytheir continued investmentin counteiforce capability, air and civil defense and aballistic

missile defense, the Soviets appeare to be moving beyond~ MAD to a wafighting orwar-winmng

strategy. 14

1 e result of this comprehensive review was National Security Decision Memorandum

(NSDM) - 242 wich became known a the 'Schlesinger Doctrine." 7Tisstrategy had £ its heur

three major lemenws escaixton control, a" securereserveforve, "and a targeting philosophy that

emphasized impedingSovietrecoveaifdetmrecefaied.1 5

To achieve escalation control, limited nuclear options were integrated intothe warplans;

which would allow the NCA to execute small pordions of US nuclear capability in pre-planned

packages. These primarily counter-force strikes would offertheresident mome Control in the

execution of the SlOP. They were also felt to be amore credible linkage of US strategic nclear

capability tothe defense of Europe. 16

The secure reserve force was developed to withhold specific weap ins on specific SIOP

sorties, creating a residual assured destructon capability if deterrence faded and portions of the SIOP

had been executed. This cqapblitywas designed toinfluence the bruamng process interthe initial
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strikes of a war. 17 Tied to this force was a shift to a counter-value targeting philosophy. If

escalation could not be controlled and these forces were also executed, their mission was to impede

Soviet recovery capability. Specifically, planners were directed to destroy 70% of the industy the

Soviets would need to achieve economic recovery after a war. 18

Along with these changes in strategy came enhancements to US nuclear capabilities.

Although the quantity of US strategic nucleardelivery vehicles (SNDVs) actually decreased during

the 1970s, improved technological capability allowed the US to deploy more weapons on fewer

launchersthrough the employmentof MIRVs (multiple independentlytargetable reenyvehicles).

Through the employment of such technology, selected US ICBMs were fited with three warheads

and the new Poseidon SLBM, which replaced the Polaris, was deployed with as many as 10

warheads. As a consequence of these force enhancements, US strategic warheads grew from a level

of 4000in 1970 to approximately 8500by 1977. 19

While the US improved its offensive strategic force deployment as described above, the

Nixon admi niMation sought, through agreements with the Soviets, to limit srategic weapons

deployments on both sides. This other track, arms control, became puticularlyimpoutant- especially

in the area of straegic defenses. In May 1972, this effort culminated in the signing of two arms

control agreements with the USSR. The SALT I Interim Agreement froze for five yeas, fmher

deployment of ICBM andSLBM launchers while the ABM (anti-ballistic missile) Treaty limited the

deployment of such strategic defensive systems to two sates for each country. These treaties

represented a continuation of the effort begun after the Cuban Missile Crisis and which first reached

fruitionwiththeLimited Test-BanTrety of 1963.

Input, because of the political difficulties encountered bythe Nixon Adminisration and the

brief durationof the Ford Adminiatration, the elements of NSDM-242 were never completely

insituted. However, the trest / strategy / force-structure triangle can be seen clearly. Asthe Soviet

threat continued to grow, the Nixon adminitration soughtto counterit with the two-tracked approach

of force enhancements and arms control. The SIOP grew more complex and began to reflect a

counter-value mttegy, even more sothanthe policy-makers intended. 20 Perhaps the major
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shortcoming of the entire US trategic nuclear posture left to the Democrats in 1977 was a command

and control apparatus which lacked the resiliency needed to direct US forces in aprotracted nuclear

coafticL This became a primary focus of the Carter Administration as it began to review the program

TOWARD A COUNTERVAILING SMATEGY

When the Cate Admi ni tration began its in-depth review of US strategic nuclear policy in

the summer of 1977, it focused on targeting policy, the secure reserve force, and US counter-force

capabilities. Among others, this study arrived at the disturbing conclusion that Soviet leaders

considered victory in a nuclear war possible. 22 Continuing Soviet strategic force improvemnent,

enhanced civil and air defenses and an expanding capability to protect, through a series of deep,

hardened bunkers, a significant portion of the Soviet leadership, led senior US officials to question

the adequacy of the US deterrent.

In June 1980, a new stategy based on President Carter's three and one-half year long

Nuclear Targeting Policy Review (NTPR) was announced by Secretary of Defense Harold Brown.

Issued as Presidential Directive (PD) 59, it announced a new " countervailing strategy" whichrmas

at the heart of US iuclear atregy today.23 The essence of the intent of the strategy was to deny

Soviet leaders their specific aim ir. the event of nuclear war. By doing so, it was hoped that

deterencewould bearengthened.

The NTPR study determined that what motivated Soviet leaders most was the survival of

their personal power and the structure surrounding it. The countervailing strategy called fortargeting

changes within the SlOP which directly threatened this power bin. Three categories of targets

would now be emphasized: couMte1eaderhip, coumtermilitary, mndinduatialtargets.

Although alU these categories of targets had appeared in earlier revisions of the SIOP, their

emphasis was shifted after PD-59. The countetleadership targets included the growing li"of

hardened bunkers from which the Soviet leadership hoped to cornmand and ride out a nuclear war.
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The cmutermilituytargeting emphasized the growiag Soviet arsenal and the strategy called for a

warghting capability which was hoped would further deny Soviet war aims and add to deter.nce

Finally, counter-industrial targeting within the SIOP was shifted from impeding a Soviet recovery

effort following a nuclear war to direct attacks an the economic base the Soviets would need to wage

aprotractednuclearwar. 24

With the threat defined and an appropriate trategy laid out, it fell on the Reagan

Administration, which reviewed and accepted the principles of PD-59, to fund the force acqmustions

and enhancements which were required to make the srategy work. This was accomplished with the

acquisition of the B- i strategic bomber, the MX (PEACEKEEPER) ICBM, the TRIDENT D-5

SLBM, and improvements in command, conarol, communications and intelligence (C31) systems.

Although the Reagan Buildup went far beyond that envisioned by the framers of PD-59, the strategy

laid out in PD-59 has not changed significantly in over ten years.

Strategic offensive force improvement was nat the only means employed bythe Reagan

Administration to enhance the US srategic nuclear deterrent. On March 23, 1983, the President

announced anew and revolutionary effort, now well known as the Suategic Defense Initiative

(SDD,which held the promise of protecting the US aainst an ICBM attack. This program, together

with US offensive sraegic nuclear force enhancements, helped bring the Soviets to the bargaining

table. These discussions are on the verge of producing significant negotiated reductions in nuclear

arms.

As this paper is being written, the final details are bein worked out for a Strategic Arms

Reduction Treaty (START) between the US and the USSR. If carried through to fruition, this

agreement would be the first large-scale, negotiated reduction inthe history ofthe nuclear arms race

between the US and the Soviet Union. Unftay. internal political turmoil within the USSR and

possible Soviet cheating inimplementing the Cmational Forces in Europe (CFE) agreement are

currenyjeopazigtheSTARTgreement. WithconfidencethataSTARTagreement will

ultimately be concluded, the curren nuclear balance and START provide the jumping-off pint forthe

next pat of this paper.



SECTION TWO - CASE STUDIES

ESTIMATED STRATEGIC NUCLEAR BALANCE: 199025

us =%

ICBM LAUNCHERS 1000 1398
SLBM LAUNCHERS 624 924
STRATEGIC BOMBERS 306 185
TOTAL WARHEADS 13398 11641 9

The table above presentsan extimely simplified picture of thestrategic nuclear balance

between the US and the USSR today. Based on the numbers alone, a sate of "rough equivalence"

could be said to exis. Having said that, however, a more detailed analysis is needed to accurately

assess the threat presented by the USSR. Regardless of sated Soviet intentions and rhetoric, the

only safe foundation upon which to rest the security of the United States is to base our defense upon

an ability to counter Soviet capability, not perceived intentions. As Secretary Cheney sated inhis

preface to the 1990 edition of Soviet MiiaPower.

The Soviet threat is changing but it is mt going away. .. Soviet military power
still presents a threatening face. This is nowhere more obvious than in rategic
nuclear frces.... The intentions of that regime ar changing. Butintentions are not
enough to suppot dramatic changes in our own level of prepadness.... spending
remmns ata level thatwill permit considerable Soviet force modernization.., the facts
lead onlyto the conclusion that the SovietUnion remains an enormous military
superpower. 26

Given that deterrence of nuclear attack upon the United Statesis a fundamental, perhaps the

fundamental US national security goal, what isit about Sovietnucler capabilitythat is most

threatening? First and most obvious is its sheer mass. A laydown of only a portion of the Soviet

Union's 11000+ warheads on the United States would wreak unimaginable death and destruction,

nftwithsanding the environmental consequences postulated by "nuclear winter" theorists.
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Second, the Soviets have deployed alarge number (308) of "heavy" ICBMs. With I0

warheads each, this force alone represents acapabilitywhich, byitself, theoretically could destroy the

entire US ICBM fleet through a preemptive strike. With all 1000 US ICBMs invulnerable, fixed

silos, they represent a lucraive first-strike target. Possessing 308 SS- 18s and their associated 3080

warheads, the Soviets could theoretically target three SS- 18 warheads against each US ICB M silo in

such an attack. In this scenario, a US President would be forced to launch the ICBM fleet on

warning, (assuming the President had the supreme confidence in US warning systems to do so),

launch under attack (with unknown consequences to the outgoing missiles), or ride out the asack and

rely primarily on the US SLBM and bomber fleet to provide any retaliation.

Third, the Soviets are deploying their newest ICBMs in either a rail or road mobile

configuration. These SS-24 and SS-25 missiles would be in a good position to avoid a US

retaliato strike in the scenario postulated above, and leave the Soviets in a strong position after the

initial exchange to threaten the US population and influence the political outcome of the war. The

Soviet mobile ICBMs present a difficult challenge for US retality assets. We have onlyto poiatto

the difficulty the allied forces had in finding and destroying all of Iraq's mobile Scud missiles during

the recent Gulfwarto appreciate the monumental taskthat would be required to locate, target and

destroy Soviet mobile ICBMs during anuclearconflict. Finally, the capabilities discussed above

coupled with a modernized and more secure SSBN fleet and agrowing number of strategic bombers

deployed with cruise missiles, round out averyimpressive and resilient strategic offensive capability.

Onthe other hand, the Soviets have ntneglected their strategic defensive capability and have

developed what is clearly the world's most sophisticated air and space defense system. In addition,

they have extensive civil defense plans for the prutectionof their population and have balt a seres of
deep underground, hardened bunkers forthe security of as many a 175,000 Soviet leaders and key

government perone. 27

Compared to the Soviets, the US has essentially no defensive capability, relying on the threat

ofan assured and an unaccepuble level of retaliationto deterthe Soviets from initiati anuclear

strike. The US long ago abandoned plans for civil defense and maintains only a minimum number of
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hardened shelters for key leaders and its command and control syltems. Our srategic air defense

system was essentially abandoned in the face of a small Soviet bomber threat and the cost of
main. the one anti-ballistic missile (ABM) system thatwaspermitted underthe 1972 ABM

Treaty. It was in the light of the realization of our extreme vulnerability to a Soviet first srike that the

SDI program was conceived. Although there were many factors involved, it was probably SDI and

the US technology that it represents coupled with economic disress in the USSR that led to the

STARTtaIks.

It was at the 1986 and 1987 summit meetings in Reykjavik and Washington between

President Reagan and General Secretary Gorbachev that the basic outline of aSTART treaty emerged.

As originally envisioned, the reductions that were to be agreed to would reduce the offensive

deployments of strategic nuclear warheads by approximately 50%. Under the provisions of the

treaty, each side would be allowed to deploy 6000 warheads on 1600 srategic nuclear delivery

vehicles. Of the 6000 warheads, no more than 4900 could be deployed on ballistic missiles.

In addition, a separate ceiling of 1540 warheads oan 154 heavy ICBMs was agreed to, as well as a

50% reduction in Soviet ballistic missile throw-weight. 28

Since the framework of the agreement was esablished, major issues which remained have

been resolved. These issues involved mobile land based missiles, counting rules for air launched

cruise missiles (ALCM), resrictions on sea launched cruise missiles (SLCM), and linkage between

srategic offensive reductions and limitations ontrategic defenses. It has been agreed that under

START there will be a limitation of 1100 warheads on mobile missiles, no linkage between START

and the deployment ofosrtgic defenses and that SLCMs wiU be limited separately, outside of the

START agreement, to 880 on each side. On the issue of counting rules for ALCM carrying bombers,

each US bomber capable of caryin ALCMs is counted as one SNDV and I0 warheads within the

6000limit. Similx Soviet airat we counted a one SNDV and eight warheads. 29 With

resolution of these major imues, a START testy appeared to be almost ready for signing in early

1991.
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Although the START agreement, as now constructed, has the potential to reduce the overall

level of strategic nuclear arms, it falls far short of its promise of 50% reductions. A discount in the

counting rules for non-ALCM carrying bombers permits such a bomber to count as one warhead

regardless of the number of warheads it is actually capable of carrying. In one sense this is good,

because bombers re not seen to be as destabilizing a weapon as a missile, especially a land-based,

fixed-silo, MIRVed ICBM. If a START agreement pushes the US and USSR toward penetrating

(non-ALCM carrying) bombers and away from fixed-silo, MIRVed ICBMs, most observers agree

that it would be an improvement in the crisis stability index. However, because of this and other

loopholes, instead of a warhead count after START of 6000, as many as 8000-11000 warheads could

legally be deployed,- not much of an improvement overpre-START levels.

This brings us to the heart of this paper. Where do we go from hem? There are so many

questions and so many unknowns. Whenthis paper was conceived in the fall of 1990 it still

appeared that the Soviet Union was on its way to reform, that a START treaty would surely be

ratified, and that the US and USSR were replacing confrontation with cooperation in approaching

world problems. But the euphoria is gone. Political turmoil within the Soviet Union has resulted in a

reurto hard-line rhetoric within the Kremlin. The Soviet mitry, the communist party and the

KGB have regained influence in creating and directing government policy. The Soviets are even

waffli ontheimplementation ofthe CFE agreementthey signed ju liatfai.

AU that being said, and although I'm not as optimistic as I was just a few months ago about

the future relationship between the US and the USSR, the basic format of this paper should still be

adequate for its purpose. In fact, recent events only demonstrate more clearly the requirement for

those who are deai atthe strategic level to consider a broad range of possibilities in dealing with

the future. Clearly, alternative futures which vy greatly from oe another we possible. With thee

thoughts in mind, I will now shift gears from the present and begin to look at those alternate futurs

and consider the future grategic nuclear relationship between the world's two nuclear superpowers.
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CASE A: THE SOVEI'S "MUDDLE THROUGH"

The fims scenario I will consider - the baseline case, assumes that the Soviet Union " muddles

through" its political difficulties. The Cold War remains behind us, the START Treaty is ratified and

put into effect, and the US and USSR continue slow progress towards a more cooperative

relationship. In this scenario as in each of the others I will consider, the first question to be dealt with

is wha is the nature of the strategic nuclear threat posed by the Soviet Union.

In answer to that question, Secretary Cheney has provided the official, unclassified answer

in thel1990 edition ofSoitM =Pwr

Bythe end of this decade, particularly aftea&START Treaty is'ipeetd
the compositon afSoviet strategic farceswill chaqge significantly. The
proportion of mobile ICBM launchers likely will increase to about two-thirds
the total ICBM force, giving the Soviets a mor suvivable force. Heavy ICBMs
will continue to carry about half the warheads.... This force strctue, together
with ongon improvements tothe SS-18, will enable the Sovietsto retain a credible
hard-target-kl capability against US Minutemmn and Peacekeeper silos. ... by the
end of the decade they will be left with the SS- 18, SS-24 Mods I and 2. the SS-25,
and their follow-onm. The size of the SSBN force will decline by nearly one-third,
and the number of SLBM warheads will decrease sdi~hty. The operational bomber
force will not grow subsantially, but will be modernized as more air-launched cruise-
missile (ALCM)-carryinbombersentertheforce. 30

Applying SecretaryCheney's predicions to START treaty 1i mitati ons, the year 2000 Soviet strategic

offensive force would look something like the following:
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CASEA
SOVIET STRATEGIC FORCES (START CONSTRANE - YEAR 2000

DEL.VEH. NO.DEPLOYED WHDS. NEH. TOTALWHDS

SS-18 154 10 1540
SS-24 60 10 600
SS-25 500 1 500

SLliM

SS-N-20 (ON 6 TYPHOONS) 120 10 1200
SS-N-23 (ON 11 DELTA IVs) 176 4 704

STRATEGIC BOMBERS

BEAR H (ALCM) 100 8 800
BLACKJACK (ALCM) 75 8 600
BEAR (NON-ALCM) 56 1 56

NOTE I: The above configuration deploys 6000 warheads (the START maximum) on 1241 SNDVs
(well under the 1600 START MAXIMUM) and complies with the requirement to deploy no more
than 154 heavy ICBMs and no more than 1100 warheads onmobile ICBMs. The actual Soviet
warhead deployment would increase substantially, to over 8500, by counting the total number of
warheads capable of being carried an the non-ALCM bombers and the warheads allowed but not held
under the limit that would be deployed on three SSBNs assumed to be in overhaul. In addihon, a
maximum of 880 SLCMs can also be deployed under a separate agreement established outside of
START.
NOTE2: Figures derived from TheMilitayBalance 1990-1991 InternationalInstituteforSazegic
Studies, London, 1990.

What is most treaeming aboutthis hypothetical Soviet force that could face the USin the

year 2000? First, it is still a massive force. Even after START it is obvious that the nuclear arsenals

of both sides will remain incredibly destructive. No pun intended, it is clear that START is jugt that -

only a wrst reducing the strategic forces of the nuclear superpowers. Beyond sheer mass, this

Soviet force prs ets other dangers and complexities for US planners.

The ICBM fleet is much more capable than the one currently deployed. The Soviets still

retain half of their most treatening, heavy ICBMs. With acirlar eror probable (CEP) of 250
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meters and ten 750 kiloton (KT) warheads, the SS- 18 fleet remains a potent first-mike weapon.

Perhaps even more dangerous, the SS- 8s are deployed in fixed silos and would be in a position to

be either used or lost to a first strike, thus decreasing .ability in a crisis.

The major change in the Soviet ICBM fleet of the year 2000 is the increased deployment of

mobile ICBMs. Having currently deployed both the SS-24 rail-mobile and the SS-25 road-mobile

ICBMs, it is expected that the Soviets would continue to deploy these systems or improved variants

up to the limits permitted under the START accord. The SS-24 carries ten 100 KT warheads and has

a CEP of 200 meters. The SS-25 carries a single reentry vehicle (RV) with a 750KT warhead and a

CEP like the SS-25 of 200 meters. These systems are therefore much more capable than the missiles

that the Soviets would have to scrap under START. Even more important, they are both mobile and

thus present an extremely difficult challenge for the US to destroy in aretaliatory srike.

Turning our attention to Soviet SLBMs, START will have a significant effect. In orderto

remain within the 4900 limit for ballistic missile warheads, the Soviets will be forced to drastically

reduce their fleet of SSBNs. From the 63 deployed in 1989, a START- compliant fleet will probably

number in the low 20s. However, those deployed in the year 2000 will be, as in the case of the

ICBMs, much more capable than the older boas lost under START. While the SS-N-20 and the SS-

N-23 missiles do not have the accuracy or hard target kill potential of their US counterparts, they

remmin fully capable ofholding US soft military targets, cities and industry at risk.

As did the SLBM force, the post-START Soviet bomber fleet will look different.

Unfortunately, it will provide new and increasigy demanding challenges forUS air defenders. In

the post-START environment, the Soviets areexpected to further develop their ALCM-carrying

bomber fleet and maybe encouraged, because afthe heavy discouning of penetrating bomber

weapons in START couming rules, to deploy a new penetraing bomber to take adva e of both

START rules and limited US air defenses. Both of these developments would force the US to

respond by diverting dollars to sir defense, a tactic the US has employed against the Soviets for

yeas.
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Given that the Soviet threat is something close to that described above, our next step is to

review strategy options that match the threat and would be effective in countering it. Since military

strategy is derived directly from and must be in consonance with national interests and policy, I want

to review the appropriate current guidance and thenmake the assumption that it will not have changed

sigficantlyoverthenetdecade.

In presenting US interests and objectives for the 1990s, President Bush gave the broad

guidance to begin the planning process. While reiterating the obvious that "...the survival of the

United States as a free and independent nation, with its fundamental values intact and its insitutions

and people secure," is our number one, enduring national goal, the President goes on to say that the

US seeks to "deter any aggression that could threaten its security and, should deterrence fail, repel or

defeatmilitary attack and end the conflict ontermsfavorable tothe United States ...." In amplifying

the theme, he further states that the US seeks to "improve strategic stability by pursuing equitable and

verifiable arns control agreements, modernizing ou strategic deterrent, (and) developing our

strategic defense while fostaring restraint in Soviet military spending ... -31

With these broad guidelines in mind, Secretary of Defense Chmney presented the fundamental

objectives of US strategic nuclear policy in Soviet MIWirPower 1990. These were to:

Miw aa dsY' w f An effective s tegic detrent ensures that theoe u
no circumstances that could arise that would lead the Soviet leadership to conclude
that it could succenuly launch an attack against the United States or its allies.

Faw * jA Strategic stability is a conditionwhereby neither the United
ates nor the Soviet Union is xessure to use nuclear weapons preemptively.

MaaMa dbe CNRItY iM M eMn Ads , toVw p to#bIytoSo viet&3i. 7
US leaden and military planners believe that a range of choices -with respect to both
the timing and scale of a nuclear exchange with the Soviet Union -allows US decision-
makers to respond credibly to various Soviet attack scenarios, and theeby attempt to
reestablish deterrence atthe lowest level of violence. 32

Given the above policy guidance and objectives, and the scenario presented as Case A, what should

US nuclear ategybe? The nextsection of this paper will attemptto present an answer.
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Dr. Donald Snow, in his book N onal , presents three different approaches to

strategic nuclearpolicy. 33 The first is a radical approach which views nuclear weapons as so lethal

and dangerous that they should be abandoned along with the strategy of deterrence. In my view, this

approach fails to face the reality that nuclear weapons cannot be "wished away" just because they are

lethal and dangerous and thus I dismiss it as impractical and utopian. This approach also fads to

conform to the guidelines set forth by President Bush and Secretary Cheney.

Dr. Snow's second approach is founded specifically upon the premise, lacking in the first,

that nuclear weapons cannot be wished away. It sees deterrence in some form as the only way to

avoid nuclear war. Advocates of this view fall within a broad range. from those who propose a

warfighuing posture to those who are content with deterrence based on assured destruction (a

minimum deterrnm which would target cities and the Soviet popalation). As a military professional

who has dealt with deterrence all of his professional life, my intellect is satisfied with some form of

this second approach. However, my professionalism is tempered by my humanism which tells me

that this approach does not go fr enough.

Fortunately, Dr. Snow offers a third approach to the question of nuclear deterrence. The

primary premise of this approach is that both the US and USSR must view avoidance of nuclear war

as their number one foreign policy priority. With both nations accepting the fundamental notion that

neither stands to gain from &nuclear exchange, and that initiating apreemptive attackis no longer (as

if it ever was) a rational policy option, other issues such as the prevention of accidental nuclear war

and management of crises can be dealt with more thoroughly.

While this approach recognizes that nuclear weapons ar here of stay and maintains the

nuclear balance of terrr, it fosters much lower levels of weapons. In that sense it is both practical

and realistic. Most importantly, it encourages the nuclear superpowers to cooperate through

agreements, =ections and similar exchanges, and can only help promote a safer and more

prodctive relationship.

In my heart, I feel this is the right approach in managing the most destructive force on the

face of the earth. The question becomes one of the right force level, one which will allow both
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countries to feel secure, and atargeting strategy which would be appropriate to the forces available.

These must take into account both nuclear proliferation, and the possibility that the deterrent

arrangement could fail. Whatever that force level is, it should be one of the primary goals of the

nuclear arms control process.

Having said al this, having laid my proverbial nuclear philosophy cards out on the table, I

will tn back to the task at hand. But before I do, I must make one further observation which will

affect the arguments and suggestions that will follow. Proceeding with Dr. Snow's third approach

requires a level of understanding and trust between the US and the USSR which does not yet exist.

Getting to that point is an evolutionary process which will require some history of successful

agreements and time for the development of an acceptable level of mutual trust. The successful

implementation and execution of the CFE and START agreements will provide a great foundation for

such trust to be built. But we are not there yet, and the proposals I intend to make in the rest of this

pap will reflect that fact.

Returning now to Secretary Cheney' s fundamental objectives of US nuclear policy, it is clear

that his guidance calls for the countervaling orflexible response strategy that has been chaateristic

of US nuclear declwvauy straegy since PD-59. These objectives call for a force which is not

deployed in a use or lose mode, one which can endure a Soviet first-strike and still retaliate with

unacceptable levels of destuction upon the Soviet Union, and one which offers the president various

response options from small strikes against hard targets to large attacks against Soviet cities and

industy.

Given the nature of the postulated Soviet treat in Caw A, a START- constained, US

offensive stegic uclearforce appropriate to the that inthe year 2000 might look something like

the following:
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US STRATEGIC FORCES (SART-CONSTR.AINED) - YEAR 2000

DEL. VEH. NO.DEPLOYED WHDS.JVEH. TOTAL WHDS.

MMIII 150 3 450
MMIV 350 1 350
PEACEKEEPER(MX) 50 10 500
MIDGETMAN(SICBM) 300 1 300

D-5 (ON 17TRIDENTS) 408 8 3264

STRATEGIC BOMBERS

B-52H (ACM) 90 10 900
B-1B (NON-ALCM) 90 1 90

NOTE 1: The above conf'uration deploys 5854 warheads (under the START maximum of 6000) on
1510 SNDVs (START maximum is 1600) and complies with the requirement to deploy no more than
4900 warheads on ballistic missiles (actual 4864) and no more than 1100 on mobile ICBMs (actual
300). The actual warhead count would increase by 2790 for discounted bomber weapons and by
1224 for three Trident submarines assumed in overhaul status and not counted. In addition, a
maxi mum of 880 SLCMs can also be deployed under a spwae agreement established outside of
START. Therefore, actual US weapons deployed would be 10748, down approximately 3000 from
the 1990 levels.
NOTE2: This force structue assumes a deployment of 300 small ICBMs and a conversion of 350
Minieman Is to a single-warhead Minuteman IV configuration. In addition, it assumes deployment
of the stealthy Advanced Cuise Missile (ACM) an the B-52H while retaining the B- I B in a
peneurtionrole.
NQEa: Figures derived from TheMilitayBance& 1990-1991, International InstituteforStrategic
Studies, London, 1990.

The next question that must be addressed is whether this force is capable of executing the

strategy laid out by the Secretary of Defense. I think it is. First, it is a very robust force. With

almout I 1000 warheads available to strategic planners, mostof the taret ban covered today could be

covered bythis force, especially considering the increased accuracy afforded by the new weapon

systesdeployed.
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Second, this force retains all three legs of the Triad, although at a significantly reduced level

of saegic bombers. However, when one looks at the number of warheads carried by each leg, over

35% of deliverable warheads would be allocated to the bomber force. Theimporant pointisthathe

redundant, synergistic effect of the three delivery methods, which not only complicates enemy

defensive planning but improves US force survivability, is maintained.

Third, the Can A force moves inthe direction of increasing strategic tability. It reduces the

number of US MIRVed ICBMs by replacing 350 Minuteman His with 350 sin!e-RV Minuteman

IVs. Further, it begins the process of adding mobility to the ICBM fleet, the only sure way of

increasing both ICBM survivability and crisis stability.

Fourth, this force continues strategic offensive systems modernization atan affordable cost.

Although the B-2 has been cancelled, it is retained as a technology test-bed. Stealth technology,

however, has been deployed on the advanced cruise missile (ACM), carried into batte by the still

effective force of B-52Hs. Cruise missile technology has certainly been proven in the war over

Kuwait, and adding stealth to the equation along with nuclear warheads should make for an

unbeatable combination. Moreover, a fleet of pure Trident submarines, each carrying24 D-5

missiles with 8 MIRVed warheads with a CEP a 120 meters and a yield ranging from 300-475 KT,

represents an incredible capability, both in terms o survivability and hard-target kill potential.

In summary, this hypothetical Case A force should meet the requirements needed of it in the

year 2000, given the theat and the constran. Looking at the retalistrythreat this force represents,

no sane Soviet leader should conclude that it could be defeated. Conversely, inthe event of war, a

US president would have the capability to respond, in a measured way, to any level of Soviet

aggression.

Thatbeing said, however, all is notroses: problems remain and there is room for criticism.

For staters, START does not go far enough in reducing criis stability. The 154 Soviet SS-18s and

the 200 US Peacekeepers and Minuteman HIs represent danger both in terms of lucrative targets for a

first-strike and as potential first-msike (use or los) weapons. These fixed-silo, MIRVed ICBMs

remain the most promineatargets forfurther armsreductions.
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Criticihm could be directed at a number of areas of the Can A proposed forces. For

eample, some critics we calling for a freeze on ali new weapon systems pending negotiation of a

new START Treaty. 34 1 would disagree for a number of reasons. First it takes year to negotiate

such treaties. Since we are so dlose to uigning one now, it would be a waste of yeirs of effort to

begin anew. Second, further arms reductions should be significant and based on a growing mutual

tust between the US and the Soviet Union. We need time and the truat-building activities involved in

executing CFE and START to create that increased level of t-ust. Finaily, as a hedge against a

renewed arms race and in recognition of the enduring reality of nuclearweapons, continued but

thoughtful force modernization is necessary and prudentforcontinued deterrence and US national

security.

Other critics have focused on the growing vulnerability of the air-breathing leg of the triad.

Michael E. Brown, in aparticularly thorough and well constructed article, points to the growing

Soviet SLBM treat, even in a START-constrained environment, as a serious challenge to the pre-

launch survivability (PLS) of SAC's bombers. 35 For this reason among others, most noteworthy -

cost, he recommends canceling the B-2 and converting the 8-I1 B to a cruise missile carier. On the

other hand, I have elected to retainthe B- I B in apenetrating role while converting the entire B-52H

fleet to the stand-off (cruise missile carrier) role. While this does not solve a potential PIS problem

for SAC, it does retain a more robuat leg of bombers in the triad and takes advantage of the

discountiog rules for penetrators. Under moat circumstances, excluding the moat severe 'bolt out of

the blue" scenario, I believe SAC can handle the PLS problem for its bombers.

Finaly, a number of critics would say that the level of weapons retained incthe Case A force

is much higher than required for deterrence. To some extent, I would agree. However, deterence is

iu the mind of the beholder, a&d in the interim, I would ratheraran the side of too many than to find

out the hard way I've aied on the side of too few. As mutual trust grows between the US and the

Soviet Union, force levels can be negotiated down to the point where they wre adequate for their

deterrent task, ofordable, and offer each nuclear superpower an increased sense of security, (as

much a one can have in the nuclear age). This is in essence the situation that I postulat for Case B.
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CASE B: THE THREAT gECEDES

The second case I will consider assumes that START and CFE have been successfully

implemented and continued reduction of US -Soviet tensions has occurred. At this point, it is

difficult to say what path the Soviets will take, bit it is entirely possible, either th!-ough a break-up of

the Soviet empire orthrough further democratization and reform, that the Russians will pose a

signficantlyreduced urategic nuclerthreatintheyear 2000.

It is clear that START has not lived up to the goal established for it of 50 % reductions in

srategic nuclear warheads. Because of the large number ofunaccountable warheads permitted by the

treaty, the actual reductions after START will be in the 30% range. If we assume that the START

process continues after successful implementation of "START I," itis not unlikely that negotiations

would quickly begin towards a "START I" which would achieve at least the 50% level ci reductions

sought after in START I, along with other reductions in certain categories of weapons that we

particularly threatening and destabilizing.

I would propose a START II which would encompass limitations on all nuclear warheads,

leaving none unaccountable. Second, such an agreement should ban the entire class of heavy ICBMs

and strictly limit both the number of and warheads deployed on fixed-silo, MIRVed ICBMs. The

agreement could permit the deployment of 6500 warheads on as many as 3000 SNDVs. Such limits

should afford acomfrt levelon both sides, provide effective deterrence for all contingencies,

including the growing third-world nuclearthreat, and reduce those high-value, vulnerable forces

which increase incentives to strike firs in a crisis.

With such an agreement implemented inthe second half of the 1990s, the year 2000 Soviet

threat could look something like the following:
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SOVIET STRATEGIC FORCES (START H -CONSTRAINED) - YEAR 2000

DEL. VEH. NO.DEPLOYED WHDS.NEH. TOTALWHDS.

SS-24 200 3 600
SS-25 800 1 800

SS-N-20 (ON 6 TYPHOONS) 120 10 1200
SS-N-23 (ON 11 DELTA IVs) 176 4 704

SS-N-21 500 1 500
SS-N-24 500 1 5oo

STRATEGIC BOM BERS

BEAR H (ALCM) 100 8 800
BLACKJACK (ALCM) 75 8 600
BLACKJACK (NON-ALCM) 75 1o 750

NOE I: The above configuration deploys 6454 warheads (under the START I maximum of 6500)
on 2546 SNDVs (START II maximum -3000) and eliminates the entire class of heavy ICBMs (the
Soviet SS-18).
NOTE2: This force structure assumes the Soviets would continue to rely on a rong ICBM fleet,
but that START II permits a maximum of three warheads on any ICBM. Therefore, the SS-24 fleet
is downloaded from 10 warheads in Case A to three warheads. Up to 10 MIRVed warheads ae
permied on SLBMs because they are not viewed as destabilizing as land-based, MIRVed ICB Ms.
NOTE 3SLCMs ar now limited at 1000 and fall within the 6500 START U limitation.
NOE4: Non-ALCM bomberwarheads a fixed by aircraft type and limited under the total warhead
count. (Uncounted bomberwarheads are limitedieliminated under START II).
NOTE5: Figures derived from ThiMil ium Im1990-1991, International InsitueforSmategic
Studies, London, 1990.

Thethrestposed bythishypotheucal Sovimetaegic offensive force varies significantlyfrom

that of Caw A. Firs and foremost, the total warhead count is much smaller. Yet, from amilitary

planner's peuspecive, it is mom modern and much more secure from a potential US firs strike.

Looking firstatthe ICBMs, a major change isthe elimination of all SS- 18s, the Soviet heavy

ICBM that czrried 10 warheads and was such a significant threat to the silo-based US ICBM fleet. In

its place the Soviets have deployed more of their mobile ICBMs, the SS-24 and SS-25. Of note is
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the START H warhead limitation placed on MIRVed ICBMs. While in Case A, only 60 SS-24s with

10 warheads each cartied 600 warheads, the Soviets have had to deploy 200 SS-24s to achieve the

same warhead level. While this may involve significant cost, MIRV downloading should increase

crisis stability by providing less incentive for fist Use in a preemptive attack and less of an inviting

target for a would-be attacker. With this ICBM force, the Soviets still maintain a significant ICBM

punch, but one which is more survivable.

On the surface, the Soviet SLBM posture forCase B is identical to that of Case A. It

maiatins the SSBNlevel at 17, but by eliminatin the three boats that were considered in "overhaul

staus," almost 500 uncounted warheads are removed from possible use. Getting down below this

level will bt difficult. Givenmaitenance requirements and alert rates, I doubtthat either side would

feel secure with their SSBN fleets much smaller.

While the SLBM force remains relativelystatic inCase B, a majorimprovement under

START II is the inclusion of SLCMs within the provisions and limitations of the treaty. Witha

limitation of 1000 placed onthese highly accurate missiles, theirinclusionunderthe treaty places firm

controls on SLCM deployments by both sides while keeping total nuclear warhead levels

"reasonable". According tothe International Inmitute for Strategic Studies, the Soviet SS-N-21 has a

range of 3000 km compared to the 2500 km range of the US Tomahawk. 36 More importantly, it is

judged to be extremely accurate. With a CEP of 150 meters and its single 200KT warhead, the SS-

N-21 is an extremely effective weapon. The SS-N-24 is cuaremly under development and no

atistics are available. One can suppose thatits capabilities will equal or exceed those of the highly

capable SS-N-21.

Although the Soviet strategic bomber posture in Case B looks similar to thatin Case A, there

are differences both in terms of quality and quantity. First, the Soviets have retired all of their older,

nmo-ALCM Bear bombers and have replaced them with 75 Blackjacks inthe penetratnrole. This

will keep US air defenses "honest" by providing apenetrating bomber threat. Onthe other hand,

START I has eliminated the "free" bomber weapons of START I, so the total deliverable warhead

countremains atthe START II mimum.
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The Soviet threat presented in the above paragraphs for Cam B is not the only Soviet

response that could be postulated assuming the parameters I have created for a START II Treaty.

Given the Soviet's historical emphasis on land-based missiles, they might prefer to deploy more

ICBMs in lieu of SLBMs, SLCMs, or bombers. However, if a secure, second-strike force is their

goal, a balanced triad of forces, as presented in Cam B, is probably in their best interest.

How would the US respond to both the Soviet threat presented in Case B and the START N

limitations? That is the focus of the next section f this paper.

CASE 8

US STRATEGIC FORCES (START I- CONSTRAINED) - YEAR 2000

DEL. VEH. NO.DEPLOYED WHDS./VEH. TOTALWHDS,

CM
MM.IV 350 1 350
PEACEKEEPER 50 3 150
MIDGETMAN 250 1 250

SLHM

D-5 (ON 13 TRIDENTS) 312 8 2496
D-6 (ON 4TRIDENTS) 96 6 576

BGM-109A(TOMAHAWK) 750 1 750

STRATEGIC BOMBERS

B-52H (ACM) 90 10 900
B-IB(NON-ALCM) 90 10 900

NOTEI: The above configuration deploys 6372 warheads (under the START II maximum of 6500)
on 1988 SNDVs (START I1 maximum - 3000).
NOTE2: To comply with the START 11 maximum of three warheads per ICBM, Peacekeeper has
been downloaded from 10 warheads per missile to 3 warheads per missile.
NOTE :96 D-Ss have been downloaded from S warheads pe missile to 6 warheads per missile to
comply with the 6500 START II total warhead limitation. The downloaded missiles have been
redesignated D-6.
NTI: Non-ALCM bomber warheads are fixed by aircaft type and limited underthe total warhead
count. (Uncounte bomberwarheads are limited / eliminated under START U).
NOTE5: Figures derived from The Mili Balance 1990-1991. InternationalInstituteforStruegic
Studies, London, 1990.
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With adimnishing Soviet threat and continued improvement in US -Soviet relmions, it is

safe to assume that there would be increased pressure to reduce US strategic offensive forces as much

as possible. It is not clear thathe US would deploy systems to the upper limits of a START 11

Treaty, but for purposes of this paper, I have made the assumption that deployed US warheads

would be close to the limit. I do believe, however, that along with some reduced level of strategic

modernization, force structure cuts would be unavoidable.

In looking at the proposed Case B US ICBM fleet, it is dearly a reduced force from that of

CaseA. The remaining Minuteman Ills have beenretired as a cost-saving measure. In compliance

with treaty requirements, the Peacekeepers have been downloaded from 10 warheads to three

warheads per missile. On the deployment side, the fielding of Midgetman has beentapered back to

250 missiles. This provides the US with an ICBM fleet that carries 750 warheads, or approximately

12% of the US total.

In a less constrained fiscal environment, amuch better posture would have all US ICBMs

based in amore survivable, mobile mode. Huwever, given the political constraints and a reduced

threat, I doubt that Congress would approve the considerable funding levels that would be required to

give mobility to the entire ICBM fleet. Under this scenario, the Soviets will probably be in a much

better position than the US with respect to ICBMs by the year 2000. With their historic reliance on

land-based missiles and their active modernization program, this is not an unexpected outcome.

Without a reordering of current US priorities, Case B3 finds the majority of US strategic

nuclear warheads at sea. Assuming 17 Tridents are built, almost 50% of US strategic nuclear

offensive power would reside within them. Given the ste of the world in Case B, this could be a

tolerable situation. However, placing that much reliance on one leg of a sharply reduced triad would

engender some additional risk. Such emphasis on the sea leg of the triad would require the continued

relative invulnerability of US SSBNs and perhaps additional agreements, such as exclusion zones,

which might afford both sides' ballistic missile submarines additiona security.

The addition of SLCMs within the limitations of a START II Treaty would cause some

problems aad complications for the US and her war planners. First, SLCM inclusion would limit the
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deployment of traditional weapons carried on ICBMs, SLBMs, and strategic bombers. Second,

verification would be a difficult issue to resolve. It would require either a great deal of trust or very

sringent inspection procedures (or both) to ensure that the limits on the ne SLCMs were

being observed.

For US war planners, including SLCMs in the SIOP would be problematic, given the large

number of ships that would be potential carriers. SLCM inclusion within the SIOP might require

warships other than ballistic missile submarines be dedicated to the SIOP role, a prospect to which

the US Navy would no doubt object. If nut included within the SlOP, nuclear SLCMs would be

relegated to a theater nuclear role. If that were to be the case, their deployment could be capped at

levels much lowerthan 750, allowing more strategic warheads to be fielded within the START

limitations. One other option might be viable. Theater SLCMs on survivable SSNs, for example,

could be incorporated into the secure reserve force to provide an additional element of nuclear

reserve. Whatever their final disposition, nuclear SLCMs will add ameasure of complexity to both

START and the war-planning process.

Turning now to the bombers, their deployment in Cam B is identical to that of Case A.

However, under START I, counting rules for bomberweapons have tightened to eliminate the "free"

weapons that were allowed underthe original STARTTreaty. Assuming that agreements have been

made to limit the weapons-canying capacity ofthe aircraft and that verification procedures can be

institmed to ensure the modifications, the loophole which permitted thousands of uncounted

warheads to exist under START I will have been dosed. The superpower environment which created

START if should be capable of creating such an agreementwith integral, on-site inspections.

As with Case A, SAC's strategic bomber fleet remains at 180 aircraft. It is still composed of

cruise missile carrying bombers and penetrators, which both complicates enemy defensive planning

and offers the qggmal to attackrelocatable targets. Evenwith START II warhead limitations, the

strategic bomber fleet carries as many as 1800 weapons, nearly 30% of the nation's total.

In analyig a strategic offensive force at the 6500 level, some cautions appear that are not as

critical at the higher force levels we have grown accustomed to having. First on the list isthe
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credibility of deterrece under the wors cane scenario. Although the probability of a 'bolt out of the

blue" attackr should be extremely low, it must be considered, particularly with respect to surviving

weapons and their ability to execute the missions assigned to them.

A "bolt out of the blue" attack, with US nuclear forces in aday-to-day alert posture, would in

all probability catch all of the non-alert bombers, many of the silo-based ICBMs and all of the SSBNs

not atsea. If the Soviets were able to use depressed trajectories on their SLBMs, the results would

4 beevenworsefortheUS. A ban on testing tis type ofmissile flight profile should be made pautof

a START 11 Treaty that significantly lowers force levels. The point is simply that at lower force

levels, the result ofan attackrcould leave the recipient with such a"feeble" realiatoryresponse asto

pose an acceptable risk to the attacker. Under such conditions, deterrence could fail. It would seem,

therefore, that the lower the force level, the more secure from apreemptive attackr that force must be

toremainacredibledeterrent. This may appear elementary. but itcould become extremely expensive

if we are unprepared to spend an expected "peace dividend" on Yzategic nuclearmodennzion

Another casualty of lower force levels could be the taijeting strategy. At some point, the

forces that remain for retaliation afte an attackr may not be sufficient to hold at risk both counter force

and counter value targets. The countervailing strategy may have to be abandoned for a targeting

strategy based on the assured destruction of a percentage of an attackr s cities and population.

In any event, significant strategic off enuive farce reductions could have unintended second

and third order effects that need to be carefullytbougB through before agreements are signed. It

could be that significautforce modernization of the smallerforce would be required to mnainrtai n a

credible deterrent poatue.

To this point in this paper, we have reviewed two possible Soviet force stru ctre , both

6 derived from a Soviet Union that is less threatening to the US than in the Cold War days of

Khrushchev and Brezhnev. Bath scenarios seemed possible, event probable, Just a few short months

ago. However, with the Soviet Union appearing to regres back towards the old hard-line

comnmunist rhetoric and the CFE and START treaties in serious jeopad, it is necessary to look at a
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more threatening Soviet Union and to examine the srategic nuclear threat that such a Soviet Union

could pose to the US in the year 2000, and what response would be appropriate for the US in return.

CASE C: THE COLD WAR RETURNS

SOVIET STRATEGIC FORCES (UNCONSTRAINED) - YEAR 2000

DEL. VEH. NO.DEPLOYED WHDS.VEH. TOTALWHDS.
,a

SS-17 75 4 300
SS-18 308 10 3080
SS-19 320 6 1920
SS-24 100 10 1000
SS-25 500 1 500

SLBM

SS-N-17 (ON I YANKEE II) 12 1 12
SS-N-18 (ON 14 DELTA HIs) 224 (varies) 672
SS-N-20 (ON 15 TYPHOONs) 300 10 3000
SS-N-23 (ON 15 DELTA IVs) 240 4 960

SLCM

SS-N-21 500 1 500
SS-N-24 1000 1 1000

STRAEGIC BOMBER.S

BEAR H (ALCM) 100 1000
BLACKJACK (ALCM) 75 12 (AS-15 ALCM) 900
BLACKJACK (NON-ALCM) 75 24 (AS-16 SRAM) 1800

NOTE I: The above confiquruion deploys 16644 warheads and assumes Soviet retention of selected
systems deployed not earier than 1977.
NOTE2: The selected ICBM fleet deploys approximately current levels of ICBMs. Systems
deployed prior to 1982 are assumed to be retired, while a moderate (by Soviet standards) deployment
of mobile ICBMs has been pursued through the 1990s.
NOTE3 The SLBM fleet retains all SSBNs launched after 1977 and assumes a modest two boat per
y-aeme rate through the 1990s.

i :SLCMs with a range of 3000 km or greater are included in warhead totals and are assumed
to be carried oan a wide array of surface combatants and attack submarines.
NOTES: The strategic bomber deployment assumes aprocurement of 15-20 aircraft per year out to
the year 2000, adding 25 airraf to the Bear H fleet and 135 aircrt to the Blackjack fleet.
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NQTE6: Figures derived from The Military Balance 1990-1991, International InstiteforSrutegic

Studies, London, 1990.

The Case C Soviet strategic force structure is impressive indeed. It is also realistic, simply

an extension of trends we are seeing today without tne massive force structure retirements that a

START treaty would demand of the Soviets. This configuration deploys over 16500 strategic nuclear

warheads, over 4000 warheads more than currently fielded by the US. Moreover, by the year 2000,

this force would be younger than the US strategic offensive nuclear force is today.

The Case C Soviet ICBM fleet is totally composed of forces deployed during 1982 or later,

so it is ayoung force. Considering changes from their posture in 1990, the older Soviet ICBMs - the

SS- 1 Is, SS- 13s and SS- 17s have all been retired, even though by US standds they could

conceivably still be a vital part of the active force structure. In place of the older systems, the Soviets

have continued deployment of their mobile SS-24s and SS-25s, up 40 and 275 missiles respectively

from 1990 levels. Therefore, to achieve the Case C level of ICBMs by the year 2000, the Soviets

have only to deploy 315 of their newest mobile systems, a rather modest effort by Soviet standards.

Developments in the Soviet SLB M fleet over the decade also reflect modest effort. For Case

C, all submarines deployed prior to 1977 have beenretired, while the bulk of the missiles (SS-N-20s

and SS-N-23s) are in newer TYPHOON and DELTA IV SSBNs. Compared with earlier levels, a

fleet of 45 SSBNs is low, down 18 boats from 1989. Yet the rumhv nf wmhbeads is substantially

higher, due to the large number of SS-N-20s with 10 warheads each deployed on the 15 TYPHOON

SSBNs. The 45 number should be achieved maintaining "normal" Soviet production rates. Inthis

case, only one TYPHOON and one DELTA IV need be produced per yearto reach the depicted level

by the year 2000.

Turning tothe other sea leg of the strategic nuclear equation, the Soviets have deployed a

significam but constrained number of SLCMs in Can C. At relatively low cost, these weapons can

be deployed on any number of surface combatants and attcack submarines and can be used in both the

theater and strategic role. Given the dramatic results the US TLAM-C (Tomahawk cruise missile)

achieved using conventional munitions during t'e recent war with Iraq, it is likely that the Soviets
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will heed this lesson and deploy a large number of relatively inexpensive cruise missiles in both their

conventional and nuclear forms.

As with the sea leg of the Soviet triad, Case C finds the Soviet strategic bomber fleet able to

carry a significantly greater number of warheads with a modest deployment effort on-going during

the 1990s. With adecisionto continueproductionof theTu-160 (Blackjack) bomberat therate of

just over one aircraft per month, the Soviets will be able to deliver 3700 nuclear warheads with their

bomberfleet, greatly surpassing the approximately 1 000warheads theirbomber fleet could carry in

1990. Such a deployment will give the Soviet triad great balance, complicate US defensive efforts

and perhaps most importantly, help offset a US SDI effort against Soviet ballistic missiles. If for no

other reason than the last one, I think it a safe bet to assume a significant Soviet strategic bomber

effort barring a treaty limiting or eliminating SDI.

In summary, a continuation of the strategic nuclear arms race, unchecked by a START

Treaty, will probably result in a significant increase in Soviet srategic nuclear capability. Itis

possible that economic factors within the Soviet Union, given current Soviet economic trends, could

put a damper on Soviet strategic nuclear force deployments. However, even in the face of their recent

economic problems, the Soviets have continued their strategic force modernization, and this has

remained so in spite of the best relations the Soviets have had with the US since the end of World

Warel.

With these figures in mind, it is clear that the US will have to aggressively pursue its own

strategic modernization program if it hopes to "stay in the ballpark" with the Soviets. If Case C is

any indication of where the Soviets will be in the year 2000 without START, the US had better do

everything possible to conclude a START Treaty or be prepared for either massive spending on

strategic nuclear arms or significantly increased risk. Assuming that the latter course is deemed

unacceptable by the US leadership, I will now address the issue of the former. How should the US

respond to the provocative Soviet arms buildup presented in Case C?
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CASE C

US STRATEGIC FORCES aiNCONSMRAINED) - YEAR 2000

DEL.VEH. NO. DEPLOYED WHDS./VEH. TOTALWHDS

ICBM
MM III 500 3 1500
PEACEKEEPER(RAIL) 100 10 1000
MIDGETMAN(SICBM) 500 1 500

slam
C-4 (ON 12 FRANKLINs) 192 8 1536
D-5 (ON 21 TRIDENTs) 504 8 4032

BGM-109A(TOMAHAWK) 1500 1 1500

STRATEGIC BOMBERS

B-52H (ACM) 90 20 1800
B-IB(ACM) 90 22 1980
B-2 132 16 (8SRAM/8GRAV) 2112

NOTE: The above configuration deploys 15960 warheads and assumes selective retention of the
most modern US strategic systems exising in 1990.
NOT .2: The ICBM fleet is 20% larger (in terms of warheads) compared to 1990 but has 50% of the
fleet based in a mobile mode. Peacekeeper is assumed to be based in rail garrison mode.
N= : The SLBM fleet assumes retention of all 12 Benjamin Franklin (SSBN-640) class
submarines with Trident C4 missiles.
NOT 4: Tomahawk SLCMs are deployed on awide aray of surface combatants and attack
submarines.
NOTE 5: The strategic bomber complement assumes the B-52H and B-I B airraft ae deployed in
the stand-off mode with stealthy advanced cruise missiles (ACM). The B-2 is deployed as a

E eratingbomber with short range attack missiles (SRAM II) and gravity bombs.
r igwes derived from The MilitayBalance 1990-1991, ternational InstituteforStrategic

Studies, London, 1990.

In postulauing a US response to an unconsmined Soviet strtegic nuclear buildup, I

attempted to integrate the most modern, currently-fielded US systems with new systems in the

pipeline. There was no intent on my pat to match US and Soviet warhead counts identically,

although I do believe that the US would atempt to maintain aposture roughly equivalent to that of the

Soviets. My only intent here was to portray a logical US deployment given the assumed Soviet

threat.
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Responding "in kind" to a Soviet strategic buildup through the 1990s would be an expensive

affair for the United States. Because the Soviets have maintained anon-going modernization effort

within their strategic programs, their force is much younger than its US counterpart and

consequently, in a much stronger position to sustain a force buildup without having to undergo

retirements due to age.

The years 1987-1989 are instructive in assessing this Soviet modernization effort. While

enjoying the greatest relaxation of tensions with the United States since the close of World War II, the

Soviets still maintained a relentless strategic modernization program. Over that three year period,

they produced 130 bombers, 415 ICBMs, 300 SLBMs and 5 ballistic missile submarines compared

to 74 bombers, 45 ICBMs, 21 SLBMs and 2 ballistic missile submarines procured by the US. 37

Moreover, particularly with their land based ICB Ms, they have placed their new systems in

survivable basing modes which afford them an enhanced ability to avoid aUS retaliatory strike and

control events following an initial nuclear exchange. Neither of these trends bodes well for the US

ability to hold Soviet forces at risk orits intent to control the situation in the unlikely event of actual

hostilities. The US response to the Soviet Case C force attempts to address these deficiencies.

Looking first atthe ICBM leg of the Triad, two mobile systems have been deployed in order

to lessen the Soviet first-strike capbility against US ICBMs. Without going mobile, the US's fixed-

silo ICBMs are greatly threatened by the 3080 SS- 18 warheads the Soviets have retained without

START. While the US has anguished for almost 15 years over a land-mobile deployment scheme for

her ICBMs, the Soviets have deployed two mobile systems which am strikingly similar to current US

planning concepts. If the effetiveness of land mobile systems was ever inquestion, one has only to

point to the difficultythe US had, even with essentially unlimited air assets, in locating, targetig and

destroying Irsqi Scud missiles during the recently concluded war in the Persian Gulf. If the US plans

to maintain an effective triad of strategic weapons, it must move away from fixed-silo ICB Ms and go

mobile. In addition, maintainin ICBMs invulnerable silos defeats the US aim of enhancing stability

during a crisis by inviting a preemptive attack against such a lucrative target.
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While the Case C deployment of US ICBMs will be expensive ($35-40 billion by some

estimates38 ), such expenditures would be required to maintain a survivable ICBM leg for the Triad.

Unfortunately, US invesment inthis leg of the Triad would not end there. Shortly after the year

2000, the venerable Minuteman III will reach the end of its service life and require replacement. Such

replacement could come in the form of more small, single warhead ICBMs or in the larger MIRVed

variety. Eitherway, further modernization efforts withinthe ICBM leg of the Triad would be

necessary.

The situation is not much better with respect to the US strategic nuclear force at sea. Inorder

to maintain the current level of SSBNs out to theyear 2000, the US Case C force has deployed 21

Trident SSBNs, up from the 1990 level of 10. Thisis three more than currentUS planning calls for,

as announced in Secretary Cheney's 1991 report to the Congress. 39 In addition, the US has

retained inthe operational inventory 12 pre-Ohio Class SSBNs, the 12 Benjamin Franklin (SSBN-

640) Class submarines that were retrofitted to carry the Trident I (C-4) missile.

Here again, age raises its costly head. Although the FmnklinClass SSBNs have relatively

new missiles, the hulls are old. All 12 boats are of the original 41 Lafayette Class SSBNs that were

commissioned prior to 1968.40 41 Thus we find again the lack of srategic modernization during the

1970s and 1980s impacting the US ability to m ntai n a robust strategic offensive force without

massive expenditures thrughout the 1990s and beyond.

The bright spot at sea is the relatively inexpensive deployment of the Tomahawk SLCM in

the nuclear (TLAM -N) mode. Although all the drawbacks I mentioned regarding SLCMs while

discussing Cas B exist in Case C, the larger numba of total warheads the US possesses in Case C

would give planners greater latitude in the use of the SLCM. In fact, they could be used srictly in a

theateor strategic reserve role. However, launched from srmegicallyplaced attacksubmarines,

SLCMs could be particularly effective in creating ingress corridors for the penetrating bombers which

have been fielded by the US in the Case C scenario.

Although avoided inthe flst two, START- constrained scenarios, n unconstrained arms

race through the 1990s would probably require the deployment of apenetrating bomber by the US.
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A penetrating bomber would help keep the US Triad strong and balanced, while forcing the Soviets

to expend resources to defend against it. Second, apenetrator would provide the best hope of

attacing the large number of relocatable targets thatthe Soviets have fielded. Finally, apenetrating

bomber, inconjunction with cruise missile carrying aircraft, could provide acredible deterrent in its

own right as a hedge against an extensive Soviet deployment of an AB M (anti-ballistic missile)

system. To complement the penetrating B-2, the Case C US strategic bomber force includes both B-

52Hs and B- 1Bs in the standoff role carying stealthy ACMs.

Such a force would be similar in size to the strategic bomber force the US maintained in the
.1

late 1980s, before the ALCM-carrying B-52Gs began to retire. It would also place the US in a much

stronger position to absorb the withdrawal of the B-52Hs from the SIOP after the turn of the century.

By the year 2000, the H models will be between 35 and 40 yens old and are programmed to be

converted to a dedicated conventional role until they are forced toretire due to age. Withoutthe B-2

deployment throughout the 1990s, the US would be left with only 90 B-I Bs comprising its entire

strategic bomber fleet, a rather weakleg for the Triad given the threat. With the B-2, however, the

bomber leg of the Triad would remain strong and not require further modernization for a number of

years. It would also remain strng enough to provide ahedge against a Soviet SDI.

The cost of deploying and maintainin the force structure postulated for the US in Case C is

large. In addition to the $35-40 billion required to deploy the ICBMs, another $73 billion would be

needed for the Trident submarines and aprximately $g billion for the B-2. 42 Ifweassumethat

25% of the total has alreadybeen spent forresearch and development and initial procurement of these

systems, about $15 billion per year would have to be budgeted through the end of the century to

complete the deployment While this is not grossly out of line with past spending patterns for

strategic programs, it greatly exceeds the amount of money the country is planning to invest in such

systems under current programming. Moreover, from my perspective, it would represent a
signif icant move in the wrong direction, although totally justified given the magnitude of the Soviet
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SECTION THREE - ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS

BEYOND THE NUMBERS

In reviewing the three cases I have presented, it is clear to me that the successful conclusion

of the START Treaty is of paramount importance in swe ting a spiraling srategic nuclear aums race

that fails to increase security as it increases weapons. We do not appear to be any more secure at the

16000 warhead level than we were at the 13000 warhead level. In fact, we might be less secure. But

without START, we could easily be at that level with nothing gained for the effort, and much wasted

in the process.

In saying this, however, I am not suggesting that the US should pursue an arms agreement

simply for the sake of the agreement itself, -farfromit. What l am suggesting is that an agreement

that provides for real reductions, one that maintains essential equivalence" or whatever term we care

to use to describe parity between the two sides, and one that is verifiable, -eitherby national technical

means or intrusive inspections or both, is clearly in the interest of both the United States and the

Soviet Union.

Both counries have more problems than they have resources to solve those problems, so it

seems to be only common sense to eliminate wasting dollars and rubles to achieve force levels that do

not offer more security, and apy those dollars and rubles to more productive endeavors. This

sounds great, but it is certainly not the first time someone has uttered such words. The trick is to

make it happen, and it seems to me that START is the begning of the process.

If we can achieve a START agreement which leaves us at the force levels described in Case

A, we should immediately begin to formulae anegotiating position for entry into talks for START

II. The goal of such talks should be to achieve the 50% nuclear force reduction originally sought

after in START I, approximately the 6000 warhead level. This is generally the level of weapons I

have presented in Case B. Such an agreementwould greatly minimize expenditures on unneeded
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weapons for both sides while at the same time, provide a good example of restraint for those nations

which are attempting to join the nuclear "club."

While I think it utopianto believe that we can, intheforeseeable future, completely eliminate

nuclear weapons from the face of this planet, it might be possible that levels could be negotiated

loweryet, to perhaps the three to four thousand range, while still maintaining deterrence and stability.

The best description of such a scenario that I have seen was published last summer by Mr. Walter B.

Slocombe. 43

While applauding the recent progress made in relaxing tensions between the US and the
.JI

Soviet Union, Mr. Solcombe views strategic deterrence as along-trm proposition. He points out

thatthe future of the Soviet Union is uncertain and that nuclear weapons function to deter not only

nuclear, but also conventional threats to Western interests and that nuclear weapons are the" ultimate

deterrentagainst lage-scaleaggression." 44 In reviewing the prospect of a deeply-reduced, strategic

deterrent force structure, Mr. Slocombe focuses onmaintaina stability inthree separate areas: first-

strike stablity, crisis stability, and arms-race stability.

With regard to firs-strike stability, he says that the minimum condition must be that Western

deterrent forces must not be vulnerable to destruction by a Soviet first strike. With the survivability

of a smaller force so critical, application of such suibutesas mobility, low RV to launcher ratios and

stealth technology, along with ahealthyresearch and developmentprogram to ensure survivabilityin

the future, willbevital.

Such measures will help mainutain Mr. Slocombe's second area of concern, crisis stability.

He rightly asserts that "...no preemptive strike should be able to reduce one's forces to the point

where there remain no viable options other than surrender or all-outattacrks oncities." 45 He goes

on to suggest thatconfidence-building measures in peactime and improved means of communication

for use during aies could improve long-term cooperation.

As to a force mix to achieve such goals, he suggests SLBMs which remain relatively

invulnerable, single-RV ICBMs and airborne weapons with good pre-launch survivability and good
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penetration capability. He also recommends the retention of tight controls on ballistic missile

defenses to help ensure both sides maintain a secure second-strike retaliatory capability.

Addressing his final area, arms-race stability, Mr. Slocombe's concerns rest primarily with

the potential impact of technological breakthroughs orclandestine build-ups on small deterrent forces.

He suggests that while rigorous attention must be paid to hedging against such an eventuality, greater

openness among the parties, more effective verification procedures, and low susceptibility to

technological leverage could provide a hedge against cheating or abreakout from treaty limits.

Some observers are extremely wary of a drastic reduction in nuclear forces such as proposed

by Mr. Slocombe, seeing such deep cuts as a dangerous source of instability. One such critic cites

two potential pitfalls with trying to cut too deep. First, the strategic redundancy offered by the

multiple delivery modes of larger force structures could be jeopardized. Second, at some level of

forces, the nuclear capabilities of third party nations become a factor, creating a whole new set of

calculations and complexities. 46 The end result could be a greater likelihood of nuclear war, as

opposed to thegoal of decreased risk. Thus, the issueis not as simple as it might seem, or as clear

cut as we might like it to be.

If atempted, such deep reductions would have to be thoroughly thought through. The

mode(s) of deployment for such a radically reduced force would have to be extremely survivable,

with arelatively large numberof deliveryvehicles. Thereduction or eliminationof MIRVswould be

essential in the effort to ensure both survivability and crisis stability. Because of these factors, the

"peace dividend" might not be as great as the reduction in forces would suggest, but the goal is noble

and worthy of serious consideration and effort.
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CONCLUDING COMMENTS

In this paper, I have attemptd to look into the fure to postulate the strategic nuclear

relationship between the United States and the Soviet Unionin the year 2000. In the process, I have

presented three cas representing three different Soviet threaw, the firs two reflecting improved

US - Soviet relations, the third, a deteriorating relationship. From this presentation, a number of

general conclusions can be drawn which have applicability to US long-range nuclear planning. While

none of these may be new or startling, they need to be kept in mind when discussing future US

nuclear strategy and forces.

First, since US planning and programming begins with the threat, there will be a great deal

of uncertantyin determining US nuclear force requirements forthe future. The differing possible

outcomes of current Soviet internal conflict create avast range of potential Soviet nuclear threats and a

complex problem for US planning. Planners looking at a threat range of from 6000 to 16000

strategic nuclear warheads will have to build a generous amount of flexibility into any US plan.

While hoping for the best, given that the threat is at this time unknowable, they must plan for the

worst. While such flexibility need not translate directly into additional weapons in the inventory, it

must at the very least translate into activeresearch and development programs and an intelligence

capability that can determine, with agreat deal of certainty, what the Soviets are doing.

The second general conclusion concerns the direction in which we would like the nuclear

armsrace togo. It seems obvious that more is not necessarily better when we talk about nuclear

weapons. If nuclear weapons are really too terrible to use (to be used only in the direst of

circumstances), then our aim should be arms race stability at the lowest possible level congruent with

our national goals. Nuclear deterrence should be retained as our primary national security goal but

with added emphasisplaced on deterrence at the lowestforce level. While negotiations with the

Soviets may be extremely difficult inthese tumultuous times, the potential gains in enhanced national

security and the reduced risk of cautrophic nuclear war clearly make the effort worthwhile.
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Third, while deterrence at lowerforcelevels should bethegoal, maintaining acredible

nucleardeterrent, even at lowerforce levels, will require continuous modernization. In addition,

smaler=.. : - forces may begat larger and more expensive conventional forces, especially if

instabilityin the world continues to increase. Taken together, these factors may reduce any potential

savings to alevel much below that which might be expected. Even so, the continued survivability of

the deterrent force is of pramount importance if avoidance of nuclear waris to be achieved.

Finally, there is no end in sight for the nuclear arms race or the balance of teor which the

nuclear age has presented us as its gift. We can only seek to reduce nuclear weapons deployments to

the lowest possible levels and pursue agreements which will minimize the likelihood that nuclear

weapons will ever be used, either accidentally or on purpose. For as one observer writes, "...there

will be, so long as nuclear weapons remain in the hands of other nations and so long as the future of

the USSR is uncertain, a need for the US to continue to maintasin survivable, modern, flexible and

effective nuclearforces." 4 7
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